
ROADMAP #1: LANGKAH & PASANG 

[Estimated: 6 months] 

 

- Get introduced to Silat warming: 

 Static 

 Dynamic 

  

- Get introduced to Silat physical conditioning:  

 Generic 

 Silat specific 

  

- Adquire basic stances 

- Adquire basic tapak 

- Adquire basic pasang coordination 

 

- Easy seni workouts 

 

- Basic boxing capabilities: 

 Basic western boxing 

 Basic Cimande parrying 

  

- Get introduced to the basic groundwork workout 

 

- Basic beladiri buah: 

 Basic situations understanding, inside the 

line vs. outside the line 

 Getting out of the line 

 Hitting the most affordable target 

 Pukulan vs. kuncian 

 Use of pasang to change the line 

  

- Learn Dasar Tangtungan sequence: 

 Full understanding of each langkah utility 

and principle 

 Smooth sequence performance 

- Learn Sikap Pasang sequence: 

 Understanding of Silat pasangs philosophy 

 Smooth sequence performance 

- Learn Obah Tangtungan langkah 

 

MILESTONE #1 

 

- Basic stances: 

 Kuda-kuda 

 Ular-kuda 

 Duduk pendekar 

 Buaya-kuda 

- Sequences: 

 Dasar tangtungan 

 Sikap pasang 

 Obah tangtungan 

- Basic boxing: 

 Basic Cimande parrying, same hand and 

opposite hand 

 Jab-Cross-Hook / Catch-Parry-Shield 

- Groundwork: 

 Sapuan depan 

 Sapuan belakang 

 Harimau takedown 

- Basic Indonesian terminology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROADMAP #2(a): JURUS(a) & BOXING 

[Estimated: 6 months] 

 

- Learn Dasar pukulan 

 Understand the details of the punching 

structures 

 Full understand of the seliwa vs. langkah 

philosophy 

 Smooth performance of the sequence levels 

I to VII 

  

- Learn Panglipur jurus I to V 

 Smooth performance of the jurus 

 Drill with partner 

 Full understanding of the utility and 

philosophy 

  

- Smooth western boxing capabilities 

 Competent perform of all western 

punches and their parrying 

  

- Demonstrate improvement in the previous roadmap 

milestones 

  

MILESTONE #2a 

 

- Jurus Dasar Panglipur I to V 

- Demostrate improvement in western boxing 

 

 

 

 

ROADMAP #2(b): JURUS(b) & TRAINNING GEAR 

[Estimated: 6 months] 

 

- Learn Panglipur jurus V to X 

 Smooth performance of the jurus 

 Drill with partner 

 Full understanding of the utility and

  

- Get introduced to drills based on training material 

 Getting used to western boxing drills with 

focus, mitts, gloves, ropes, etc 

 Improve power and speed on specific silat 

techniques though training material 

  

MILESTONE #2b 

 

- Jurus Dasar Panglipur V to X 

- Fluent western boxing 

- Show charasteristic Silat techniques with speed and 

power 

- Basic techniques terminology 

 


